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INTRODUCTION 

When we set out to create a new library built from custom, unique instruments, we were initially planning on 

just a few deep-sampled sounds. However, as the vision for Resonance became clearer, we decided that a 

whole collection of such deep-sampled instruments would be an incredible tool for all types of composers and 

producers working in any number of genres. As the recording sessions progressed, we constantly experimented 

with new techniques, mics and tools; each new sound we discovered was inspiring and had to be included. 

As we combed through the recordings, we found that the wealth of sounds were ripe for further sound design. 

With the help of programmer and sound designer Iain Morland, we took it upon ourselves to create a suite of 

versatile textures, ambiances, pads, basses, leads, impacts and percussion built from the original audio. As with 

our other libraries, we intended for Resonance to be immediately playable, useful and intuitive. 

This library was not designed to be “epic” – though you can certainly use it for that. There are countless sample 

libraries available that focus on big, loud percussion, or dramatic sounds soaked in reverb. Our vision was 

instead to capture these amazing found & custom instruments in a more intimate setting; close-miced with a 

touch of room air (and in great depth, of course!) Inspired by composers like Thomas Newman and Danny 

Elfman, we hope you will find the wide variety of timbres in Resonance to be as usable as they are inspiring. 

INSTALLATION / GETTING STARTED 
 

 

  

 

Quickload window or the Kontakt Database.

Optional: Please see our Kontakt workflow tutorial for information on adding instrument files to the faster 

 

instrument.

3. Finally, load the Resonance NKI of choice in Kontakt. No activation is needed, as this is not a Kontakt Player 

and install the library.

2. Once Pulse is installed, open it and enter your Resonance download code. Follow the instructions to download 

download and install your libraries with blazing speed! https://pulsedownloader.com/

1. Install the Pulse application if you don’t already have it. Pulse is a cross-platform desktop app that lets you 

http://www.impactsoundworks.com
https://impactsoundworks.com/optimizing-your-kontakt-workflow-part-1/


THE INSTRUMENTS 
 

Aquarion 
 

 
 

A marimba-type instrument built with a wood frame and all-glass keys. Produces a sonorous, warm tone with a 

surprisingly solid low-end. 

 

Bass Tongue Drum 
 

 
 

A hollow, wood drum with two untuned 'tongues'. Has an interesting resonant tail and made for a great hand drum. 

 

Boltophone 
 

 
 

A series of solid metal bolts with pentatonic tuning. They produce a very clear sound, particularly when struck with 

metal mallets, and made for some great bowed textures. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Bowed Metal 
 

 
 

This poor music stand was tortured for over an hour with a cello bow. We coaxed some intense roars, screams and even 

low tonal notes out of it.  

 

Gamelan Ensemble 
 

 
 

The boltophone, wrencophone, stonaphone and pipeharp played in unison. Very beautiful with pentatonic tuning. 

 

Glass Gong 
 

 

 

Simply a sheet of treated glass played gently with soft mallets. Produces an incredibly pure-sine like tone. 

 

 



Glass Tongue Drum 
 

 
 

Similar to the bass tongue drum but with a larger opening and glass tongues instead of wood ones. Not tonal, but each of the 

keys produces separate harmonics, making for an interesting percussive instrument. 

 

Metal Sheet 
(Not pictured) 

 

A cookie sheet struck with mallets for a splashy, thunder sheet-type percussive sound. 

 

Metal Ensemble 
(Not pictured) 

 

Two cookie sheets, the music stand and whale drum played percussively in unison. A very big sound. 

 

Pot Lids 
(Not pictured) 

 

We found five pot lids in our kitchen that produced incredible tones when struck. So, we sampled them using large rubber 

mallets. Similar in sound to tibetan singing bowls. 

 

Pipeharp 
 

 
 

Hollow copper piping tuned and played with both soft rubber and metal mallets. One of the most beautiful sounds in 

Resonance thanks to its upper harmonics and long release. 

 

 



Stonaphone 
 

 

 

A marimba or xylophone-type instrument with stone keys and a wood frame. Incredibly, the keys are tuned quite well. Though 

lacking a very long release time, this produces a warm, earthy mallet tone. 

 

Whale Drum 
 

 
 

Built from a propane tank, this 100+ pound monster received tuned tongues which we played using numerous implements 

and techniques. The soft dynamics are reminiscent of a hang drum. 

 

Wrenchophone 
 

 
 

A series of tuned metal wrenches that reacted particularly well to being struck with metal mallets. We still have no idea how 

Jim managed to build this one and give it proper tuning. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



PATCHES 
 

There are two categories of patches within Resonance: Natural and Designed. 

 

Natural patches represent the original, largely unprocessed recordings of the instruments, sampled with 

numerous velocities and round robins. 

 

Designed patches are built from the original sampled material but also add extensive new material, created using 

a variety of external tools and internal Kontakt processing. These patches take the basic instruments and morph 

them into entirely new sounds. 

 

The full list of Natural patches is as follows: 

 

Aquarion - FX: Atonal / prepared playing techniques (snare wires, scrapes) with each key mapped to a new sound. 

Aquarion: Chromatic multisampled instrument mapped from C0 to C6. 

Bass Tongue Drum: Percussive sound mapped to C2, D2, E2 and F2. 3rd and 4th octaves add unison. 

Boltophone - Bowed Long: Extended bowed sustains mapped from C1 to C6. 

Boltophone - Bowed Short: Shorter bowed sustains mapped from C1 to C6. 

Boltophone - Mallets: Chromatic multisampled instrument w/ rubber mallets, mapped from C1 to C6. 

Boltophone - Metals: Chromatic multisampled instrument w/ metal mallets, mapped from C1 to C6. 

Bowed Metal: Untuned & atonal sounds (scrapes, roars, FX) mapped from C1 to G#4 in a menu. 1-3 per key. 

Gamelan Ensemble: Chromatic tuned ensemble mapped from C0 to C5. 

Glass Gong - Chromatic: Chromatic tuned instrument mapped from C1 to C6. 

Glass Gong: Percussive instrument producing a single tone. C2 and D2 differ in attack timbre/transient. 

Glass Tongue Drum - Body: Percussive instrument mapped from C2 to F2 on white notes only. 

Glass Tongue Drum - Tongues: Percussive instrument mapped from C2 to C3, white notes only. 

Metal Ensemble - Dry: Untuned percussive ensemble mapped from C1 to C5; key changes pitch of sound. 

Metal Ensemble - Wet: Same as above, but has a deeper, bassier tone. 

Metal Sheet: Solo percussive instrument. C2 has softer hits, D2 has a harsher attack timbre. 

Pipeharp - Bowed: Sustained bowed instrument mapped from C1 to C6. 

Pipeharp - FX: Atonal / prepared playing techniques mapped in a menu from C1 to C#4. 

Pipeharp - Mallets: Chromatic multisampled instrument w/ soft mallets, mapped from C1 to C6. 

Pipeharp - Metals: Chromatic multisampled instrument w/ metal mallets, mapped from C1 to C6. 

Pot Lids - Chromatic: Chromatic tuned instrument mapped from D#-1to D#6. 

Pot Lids - FX: Atonal / prepared playing techniques mapped in a menu from C1 to A4, white notes only. 

Pot Lids - Tuned Wood: Chromatic tuned instrument mapped from C1 to C6 (harsher mallet attack). 

Pot Lids: Untuned resonating instruments mapped from C2 to G2, white notes only. No pitch control. 

Stonaphone - Bowed: Sustained bowed instrument mapped from C0 to C5. 

Stonaphone - Mallets: Chromatic multisampled instrument mapped from C0 to C5. 

Whale Drum - FX: Atonal / prepared playing techniques mapped in a menu from C1 to B3. 

Whale Drum - Inharmonic: Multisampled atonal, untuned percussive hits mapped on C2, D2 and E2. 

Whale Drum - Mallets: Chromatic multisampled instrument mapped from C0 to C6. 

Wrenchophone - Bolts Authentic: Chromatic multisampled instrument mapped from C1 to C5, metal mallets. 

Wrenchophone - Bolts Optimized: Same as above, but with tweaked tuning/mapping for a smoother sound. 

Wrenchophone - Mallets Authentic: Chromatic multisampled instrument mapped from C1 to C5, soft mallets. 

Wrenchophone - Mallets Optimized: Same as above, but with tweaked tuning/mapping for a smoother sound. 

 

The 49 Designed patches fall into the following categories: 

 

Impacts & FX: Cinematic hits, atmospheres and ambience, typically atonal. 

Keyboards & Mallets: Playable, chromatic, tuned instruments with quick attacks. 

Leads & Basses: Sustained timbres ideal for bass or lead-playing purposes. 

Percussion: Individual and ensemble sounds, untuned and highly playable. 

Textures & Ambience: Evocative pads and swelling sounds, typically tonal but ideally played one note at a time. 

Tonal Pads: More traditional pads that can be played in chords with different voicings. 



Many of the Designed patches change in timbre when the modwheel (CC1) is used. Try it out! 

 

A comprehensive scripted user interface is also included for all Natural sounds, which allows you to access to easy 

sound sculpting features: 

 

 Attack: Modifies the attack time of the instrument, reducing early clicks/transients. 

 Damping: Clamps down on the sustain, decay and release time, making the instrument more staccato. 

 Brightness: EQ preset that brights or darkens the mid-high to high end of the sound. 

 Bass: EQ preset that increases or decreases the low-end presence of the sound. 

 Octave: Transposes the entire instrument up or down, one octave at a time. Note that this and the 

 Semitone transposition do NOT retune the instrument but simply alter mapping, as if you were moving 

 your hands' position on a keyboard. 

 Semitone: Transposes the entire instrument up or down, one semitone at a time. 

 Length: Increases or decreases the length of the included impulse reverb (IR) from 50% to 150%. 

 Amount: Changes reverb amount (wetness). 

 Reverb: Toggles the included convolution reverb on or off. Above two controls do nothing without this! 

 Width: Narrows or widens the stereo width of the instrument, regardless of reverb. 
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TROUBLESHOOTING & FEEDBACK 

Have you used Resonance in a project recently or have a demo or song that you’d like to share? You can email us 

(admin@impactsoundworks.com) or tell the world at our Facebook page here: 

http://www.facebook.com/ImpactSoundworks 

 

We encourage all our users to share and promote their work. Word of mouth is the #1 way people find our 

samples, so it also helps us to produce more great libraries for you! 

 

 For any technical support issues regarding the library, don’t hesitate to email support@impactsoundworks.com.  
 

 

 



COPYRIGHT & LICENSE AGREEMENT 

All sound recordings, performances, scripting and/or code contained in this product is the property of Impact 

Soundworks unless otherwise noted, and remain the property of Impact Soundworks after the product is 

purchased.  

This license extends only to the individual who purchases this product, unless that individual is purchasing on 

behalf of another individual, in which case it is the actual user of the product who is granted this license.  

The licensee is entitled to the use and unlimited editing of the product within the scope of music production and 

composition. The product may be installed on as many computer systems used by the licensee as desired, but in no 

case does a single license allow multiple individuals to use the product.  

The licensee may not use the product in the creation of other sample, sound effect, or loop libraries. 

The licensee may not use sound recordings contained in the product as individual sound effects for sound design 

work, unless the sounds are significantly processed, layered, and otherwise altered beyond recognition. 

The licensee may use the product in the creation of music for production libraries. 

Redistributing, reselling, electronically transmitting, uploading, sharing, or renting the product in any way, shape, 

or form is prohibited by law. The licensee may create a physical backup copy of any digitally purchased and 

downloaded product. This backup copy is subject to the same limitations as the original copy of the product, and 

may not be transferred to any other individual for any reason. 

Copyright © 2012 Impact Soundworks, LLC. All Rights Reserved. 


